PTFS has been a leading enterprise content management system (CMS) provider to Federal, Civilian, Defense and Intelligence agencies since 1995. Our core products include Knowvation™, Bibliovation™ and Droneware™. To help organizations focus on their core mission, we also offer highly technical teams that streamline the process to implement and maintain custom solutions that best meet their needs.
The PTFS Spectrum

The PTFS integrated solution portfolio spans the full spectrum of services and products to help agencies and libraries embrace all facets of content management for maximum effectiveness with streamlined efficiency.

Systems Integration and Content Management Solutions

To build and provide a total solution to meet customer objectives, a variety of integrated components must inter-operate with each other. PTFS provides integrated content management, process and workflow systems, consulting services and portal solutions. Services include requirements analysis, software evaluation and selection, business process re-engineering, hardware and software installation and integration, training, data migration support and maintenance. PTFS specialists have a deep understanding of library and intelligence systems that empowers them to advise clients on the best solutions.

Digitization and Content Conversion

Companies are challenged to efficiently and properly preserve and improve access to important documents. PTFS offers specialized secure and high volume digitization and content conversion services at cost-effective pricing. Our 6,000 square foot conversion center provides a full range of services including digitization, automated metadata creation and re-keying. Material formats include paper, engineering drawings, 16MM/35MM Microfilm, photographs/slides, books, microfiche, video, movie film and audio.

Professional Support Services

Finding the right solutions requires the right people. The PTFS team can help augment, recruit and provide highly specialized skill sets to drive your organization’s productivity forward. PTFS’s cost-effective, customer service driven professional support services includes program management, staffing and subject matter experts.

Services Overview

As a full service content management provider, PTFS has collaborated with libraries and government agencies to develop high performing teams and systems. To augment our proprietary solutions, we offer three core services.

Product Overview

PTFS core products include Knowvation™, Bibliovation™ and Droneware™. PTFS also offers three Knowvation extension systems: Knowvation GS™, Knowvation DX™ and Knowvation IX™. All of our products are available as either perpetual licenses or SaaS solutions depending on each client’s individual needs. These products were designed to help organizations capture, organize, categorize, retrieve and disseminate information in an efficient and effective manner.

Knowvation™

Knowvation is an enterprise CMS that provides complex, user-friendly search and retrieval capabilities. CMS capabilities include records management functionality, browse and multiple alternative search modes. Knowvation captures Area of Interest (AOI) data and provides a platform for “big data” analytic processes.

Knowvation GS™

Knowvation GS is a geospatial content management system (GeoCMS) that offers the unique ability to combine text search with geospatial search. Knowvation GS can georeference geospatial and non-geospatial products. It integrates multiple base map and exploitation applications and works with over 200 geospatial file formats and product types.

Knowvation DX™

Knowvation DX is a document declassification solution developed based on our extensive experience in declassification and FOIA operations for government agencies. Knowvation DX is the only product on the market that is focused on declassification automation and accurate redaction using a semi-automated approach.

Knowvation IX™

Knowvation IX is an information extension product that integrates industrial strength CMS capabilities to manage unstructured text with structured Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems. Knowvation IX extends structured ERP solutions and uses the ERP front end interfaces to manage unstructured content and repositories.

Bibliovation™

LibLime, a division of PTFS, offers Bibliovation which is a library services platform (LSP). Bibliovation manages physical and digital content with various library workflows. It is available as individual system components or as one complete platform.

Droneware™

Droneware is the first GeoCMS designed to support the needs of commercial drone users. Droneware can manage imagery, video and other sensory data from virtually any drone platform. Droneware parses geospatial tags from content captured by a drone and organizes the data in a hierarchy for quick and efficient search, discovery and analytical processes.
About PTFS

Mission
PTFS is a high-quality, content management systems provider that delivers easy to use, state-of-the-art COTS tools and custom technologies supported by experienced professional staff to meet our customers’ missions. At PTFS our mission is simple. We aim to make the job of every user easier and more efficient. Through products that are intuitive, relevant and easy to implement and maintain, we arm agencies, librarians and analysts with the tools they need to answer questions quickly and accurately. Because of our size, we have the agility and talent to treat each customer like a member of our own team and work collaboratively to develop solutions that last.

PTFS at a Glance
- 150 employees
- Cleared facility
- SCI staff, accredited IS conversion
- Classified safeguarding
- Three core services:
  - Systems Integration and Content Management Solutions
  - Digitization and Content Conversion
  - Professional Support Services
- Three core products, 900+ installations:
  - Knowvation CMS
  - Bibliovation LSP
  - Droneware: new on the market!
  - Available on Amazon AWS
- Knowvation extensions: GS, DX, IX

Contract Vehicles
- DHS TABSS
- DIA
  - E-SITE
  - SIA II
- DOJ MEGA 4
- INSCOM GIS
- LOC FEDLINK
- MPO NSETS II
- Navy SEAPORT-E
- NGA
  - ESMARTS
  - Omega Flats
  - TASER
- NIH CIO-SP3
- Treasury TFA SSS

GSA Schedules
- GSA Schedule 36 – Contract GS-03F-0140W
- GSA Schedule 70 – Contract GS-35F-5322H

Contracting Data
- Cage Code – 04XA9
- DUNS – 836998120

For more information on PTFS and our Federal Contract Vehicles you can visit us online at www.ptfs.com.

Connect with us
11501 Huff Court
North Bethesda, MD 20895
(301) 654-8088
www.ptfs.com
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